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Social Media Realities for Dentists 
By Dr. James McAnally 

 
Editor’s Note:  In August 2015 Business Bite, we published the first 5 realities of social 

media for dentists.  In Part 2, we publish realities 6 – 10. 
 
Touted as “low-cost” and even mistakenly as “free,” many dentists continue to flock to Facebook 
and similar services believing this activity will increase new patients to their practices.  Before 
diving in and create a “presence” on Facebook that requires doctor or staff time commitment 
now and on an ongoing basis, here are 10 things to help you understand this “media,” who it’s 
most valuable for, and the reality of what it means for the dental practice. 
 
#6: Look at Your Choosing Behavior 
 
When’s the last time YOU personally used Facebook to find your cancer specialist, architect, or 
heart doctor?       
  
#7: “Work fills the time allotted” -   Also Known As Parkinson’ Law. 
 
The original describer of this phenomenon, back in the 1950’s in the Economist magazine, Cyril 
Parkinson, is long gone.  The situation he described no longer exists (the growth in Britain’s 
Colonial office employees continuing to increase annually all the way up to when the empire had 
imploded with no more colonies to administer).  However, his observation of a 5 - 7% rate of 
adding employees, regardless of the amount of work to be done, as an annual constant has 
held up in many private and public environments studied since his original description.     
 
If Facebook “work” is unleashed in a practice, it will either require more staff or, in a far more 
likely fashion, divert existing staff away from more important tasks like handling phone calls 
correctly, following up on prospects, and face-to-face selling in office.  It’s easy to waste ours on 
updates and sneaking in games of ‘Farmville’ instead of doing real work of promotion and 
selling.  
  
#8:  Learn from your smartest peers. 
 
The author is fortunate enough to work with some of the highest performing dentists in the 
profession who seek promotional and selling advice and training beyond the average 
practitioner.   A sizeable number of these clients are high “quick start” Kolbe personality types 
and quickly test anything put forth to the profession as a potential tool to find more patients for 
their practice well before the trends take hold.   
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Universally, as of writing this, not a single one of these “quick start” practices in any region of 
the U.S. reports social media activity having any real or substantial pay-off or returns and the 
feedback being, “If I did this again, I’d just put up a page with a few testimonials, link it to our 
main webpage, and then simply forget about it.” 
  
 
#9:  Learn from what the best marketers are doing. 
 
If you had to pick a group of businesses who must market very well to keep the doors open 
you’d look to those seeking donors and subscribers.  These businesses essentially work to get 
money giving almost nothing (charity or a magazine) tangible in return.   Changes in subscriber 
numbers are addressed very quickly as they are the lifeblood of the business.  As a 
consequence, whatever these categories focus on by way of promotion and selling deserves 
attention from anyone seeking to glean fact from fiction.   
 
During the Social Media run-up, specifically in the trade magazines for the advertising industry 
(AdWeek, AdAge) one could find facts and figures and reports of which companies were 
running quickly to erect their Social Media Empire.  Almost everyone in every category.  That 
was almost 24 months ago.    
 
Now the companies most dependent on subscriptions (i.e. those who provide all the insight into 
effectiveness of marketing based on addressing subscriber problems quickly) are refocusing on 
their “traditional” means of acquiring customers.  A VP of the American List Council (a very big 
broker and manager of consumer lists) reports recently, “The shift to social media and online 
marketing simply did not deliver the volume companies like Habitat for Humanity, Economist 
Group, Dow Jones, Hearst and Red Cross needed.  We’re seeing mail quantities UP across the 
board.”  Translation:  They are mailing for new customers and switching back to follow-up mail 
to existing customers.  The same “boring” stuff that delivered the results before the Social Media 
storm hit.   
  
#10  Dental practices are local not national. 
 
National consumer goods makers have incorporated social media into their umbrella of 
marketing BUT to date none have cut off their other ongoing promotional routines (i.e. use of 
direct to consumer media (advertising) and incentives) to generate sales.  If national and 
worldwide companies like BMW have not abandoned its other marketing, that one item is telling 
about what results the “new” media are delivering even to makers of highly desirable tangible 
goods. 
 
A dental practice’s real market is approximately a 30-60 minute commute radius around it.  The 
60 minute distance is actually very dependent on how strong of a case has been made for 
unique “method/service” and the type of patient promoted for and to in big media in the market.  
In other words, without pushing into local mass media, practices seldom draw patients form 
more than a 30-minute distance.  Targeting enough viable prospects within a 30-minute 
distance using Facebook™ doesn’t justify the expense as there are less costly ways to go (i.e. 
back to “boring” offline things like offers delivered to doorsteps/mail boxes). 
 
Beyond these ten things, ultimately, every practice has a very limited, finite, amount of energy, 
dollars, and that most precious, non-renewable, resource called time!  The reality is every “new 
patient” strategy, every strategy that creates prospective patient phone calls and actual patient 
consults and patients going into treatment (general, cosmetics, sedation, dental implants, TMJ, 
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apnea, etc.) must all be looked at from the standpoint of how many of these resources are 
available and consumed by the activity.   
 
If enormous resources are devoted to an activity that has yet to show major patient generation 
versus media that are shown to deliver desired patient types again and again (newsprint, follow-
up mailings to prospects, certain types of direct mail, radio, TV, PPC & SEO in some markets.  
In other words—BIG media), it’s simply a diversion from far more important promotional 
activities.   
 
 

Dr. James McAnally is the founder of Big Case Marketing, a consulting firm focusing on 
clinician’s with advanced clinical skills, and developer of the McAnally Selling System, a check-
list system for achieving case acceptance backed by persuasion science from major 
universities.  The firm’s educational wings – The Master Dentists Academy and The Painless 
Dental Alliance deliver management tools and training programs allowing clinicians to find the 
cases they enjoy and to help more patients with their advanced skills.  He’s been involved with 
clinical dentistry for more than 20 years and is routinely named a global leader in dental 
consulting and advisor to the top 5% of clinicians in the profession.   Clients and Academy 
members successfully using Academy Programs reside on 3 continents.  His highly regarded 
guidebook series ‘The Dentists Unfair Advantage’ can be found at Amazon.com.  Free 
information is available at www.TheMcAnallySellingSystem.com  Limited private discussion 
times are available at www.meetme.so/jamesmcanally 
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